ANESU Planning Tool
Grade Cluster K - 2
NETS Standard 5
Digital Citizenship
Students understand human, cultural, and societal issues related to
technology and practice legal and ethical behavior. Students:

Performance Indicator A
Advocate and practice safe, legal, and
responsible use of information and
technology.

VT GE K-2
Advocate and practice safe, legal, and
responsible use of information and
technology.
Students respect and use technology
equipment in a responsible and safe
manner.
Students recognize the difference between
using "local" applications and the Internet.
Students identify "personal information"
about themselves and recognize the
importance of privacy.
Students give credit to content creators.

Examples
1. Students are introduced to careful use of
hardware and guidelines for school computer
use as part of an introduction to their school
computer lab.
2. Students share technology resources by
taking turns with classroom computers and
other equipment (eg. headphones,
microphones, cameras, recorders, etc.).
3. When a class visits the Internet, their
teacher compares this to visiting a public
playground vs. the school playground: less
supervision, more "strangers" and unknowns,
some dangers if you are not careful.
4. A teacher creates and models a
presentation using images or other content
from Internet sources, the class discusses
content "ownership" (e.g., an author writing a
book or an artist painting a painting) and
gives credit to information and media
sources.

Performance Indicator B
Exhibit a positive attitude toward using
technology that supports collaboration,
learning, and productivity..

Performance Indicator C
Demonstrate personal responsibility for
lifelong learning.

Performance Indicator D
Exhibit leadership for digital
citizenship.

VT GE K-2
With teacher support, students use digital
applications and communication tools
productively to accomplish academic tasks
and collaborate with peers on group projects.

VT GE K-2
With teacher support, students identify
how technology allows access to
information beyond the classroom.

VT GE K-2
Students use digital tools
appropriately, assisting peers when
possible.

Examples
1. With teacher guidance and support,
students use a variety of technologies in
their classroom (e.g., Internet resources,
images, multimedia, and electronic
communication).
2. Students analyze the role of
technology in their lives by identifying
different technologies and their purpose.
3. Students participate in a discussion of
the dynamic nature of technology and
"how we learn new things."

Examples
1. Students help each other to
remember guidelines for appropriate
use of technology by contributing
their ideas to a class poster about
responsible computer and Internet
use.
2. Students practice the "Ask three,
then me" method of peer support:
Making their best effort, then asking
peers for assistance before the adults.

Examples
Students create electronic drawings,
slideshows, audio recordings and/or
group multimedia projects to illustrate
concepts from classroom studies,
sharing these with peers.
Digital Tools above may include:
drawing programs, sound and video
editing software, slideshow programs
and online communication tools such as
blogs, wikis, web pages or collaborative
tools such as Google Apps

Scenarios: The Big Picture
City Citing
Seasons-Always Changing
Signs of Appreciation

